Want a firmer new look! Learn all there is to know about the Bella Hadid-inspired
PDO thread lift to see if it’s for you. Get in touch with PDO Max today.

Bella Hadid’s Thread Lift: The New Aesthetic Trend
It’s common to look towards Hollywood actresses and supermodels to find the latest trends. From makeup and
fashion to diet and exercise, this group of individuals helps influence how people live their lives. In recent
months, Bella Hadid has started a new aesthetic trend that uses FDA-approved PDO threads for a lifting
process that is sure to take over beauty standards

What’s Up with Bella’s Brows?
Bella Hadid is often considered as one of the top supermodels of her generation, having quickly made a name
for herself in the fashion industry. Part of her popularity is her unique feline-like looks. With high cheekbones,
almond-shaped eyes, and plush lips, she has an easily recognizable face that many want for themselves.
As a result, the Bella Hadid thread lift procedure was born. Considered to be a quick and simple cosmetic
procedure, several individuals have tried it to give themselves more prominent-looking eyes.

What is the Bella Hadid Thread Lift?
Although many have associated the procedure with Bella Hadid, it has been around before the supermodel
popularized it. Otherwise known as cat-eye thread lifts in more professional settings, this is a non-surgical
procedure that utilizes dissolvable thread to pull up the skin.
1. A cosmetic dermatologist or plastic surgeon will make small entry holes around the brow and eye area
with a needle.
2. They then place the dissolvable thread in the entry holes to begin the lifting process. The thread has
microscopic barbs that allow it to attach to the skin.
3. Once pulled to the right angle, the thread is tacked in place by the cosmetic dermatologist or plastic
surgeon.
The procedure aims to lift the brows and outer corners of the eyes to create a cat-like impression. This results
in eyes and brows that look more intense. Individuals who get the procedure done often use makeup to
accentuate the results further.

Should You Get a Cat-Eye Thread Lift?
Before you decide on getting this procedure done, there are some things to consider. These include the safety,
cost, convenience, and effectiveness of the procedure. By knowing more about the process, you can prepare
yourself accordingly.

Is it safe?
Although it has only recently become popular, the cat-eye thread lift has been around for years. Several
cosmetic dermatologists and plastic surgeons have trained to carry out the low-risk procedure. With the right
research, you can find a licensed practitioner who can do your lift.

How much does it cost?
Much like with most cosmetic procedures, a cat-eye thread lift is priced based on where you get it done and
who is doing the procedure. In addition, there are other factors unique to the clinic. Currently, the average cost
estimate of the procedure is $2,200.

Will it affect your lifestyle?
The procedure is known for its swiftness. Depending on the practitioner carrying it out, it can last anywhere
from 45 minutes to an hour. As an out-patient procedure, you can even go about your day afterward.

Is it effective?
All types of thread lift procedures have more subtle results compared to traditional methods such as a facelift.
A cat-eye thread lift will typically last from one to three years, depending on the practitioner’s skills and how
well you take care of the areas during the recovery period.
There is no ideal or unsuitable candidate for a cat-eye thread lift. It’s a matter of finding the right practitioner
who uses medical-grade products to get the results you want.

Seek Out Professionals
Although this is considered a low-risk procedure, you should still look for clinics and practitioners trained to
carry out thread lifts, using only FDA Cleared threads, like PDO Max.

